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general reconciliation and understanding between the European
nations.
The reply then repeats Germany's previous declarations
concerning the Locarno Pact, and emphasises that Germany
does not ever intend to attack France or Belgium. With France's
colossal armaments and the enormous fortresses on her eastern
frontier, such an attack would be senseless from the military
point of view alone. From this point of view also the desire of
the French Government for immediate General Stafl' discus-
sions is incomprehensible to the German Government.
It is suggested that the task facing the statesmen of Europe
is divisible into three periods: a period for gradually calming
the tension and elucidating the procedure for the coming nego-
tiations; a period for the actual negotiations for securing the
peace of Europe; a later period for dealing with those desirable
supplements to the work of peace which might include dis-
armament and economic questions.
The first of the three periods is given a limit of four months.
This period of standstill is to be observed on both sides of the
Rhine frontier and guaranteed by a neutral commission. Nego-
tiations should then be started immediately for a twcnty-fivc-
years' non-aggression security pact between Germany and
France and Belgium.
Finally, having no faith in attempts at universal settlements,
the German Government propose that conferences should be con-
vened in the future with one clearly defined objective for each.
Thursday 2	the situation in spain
The Times Madrid correspondent observes that in the weeks
that have passed since the General Election the Left Front,
especially in its extreme wing, has maintained its ascendancy,
and appears supremely elated with the prospect. A university
professor recently expressed the opinion that it is only a matter
of weeks for the Azana Cabinet to be overwhelmed by the
tempest of Marxism. The Labour masses both in town and
country, more closely united than ever, have been reinforced
by the 30,000 prisoners, the greater part of them district, union,
or Communist cell ringleaders, set free by the amnesty.
Amongst them are a number of qualified desperadoes. Another
phase worth recording is the rise of minor officials of many
categories living at the expense of the State administration of
the provinces, municipalities, or great companies, such as the
railways. These people really fear revolution, but they yap on
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